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The MyHeritage search engine for historical records holds billions of records from all 
over the world. You can run a global search in all collections by specifying a person’s 
first (and middle) name, last name, year of birth, and any place of a life event 
associated with that person. None of these are mandatory — you can search simply 
based on what you know. For example, you can search with a first name, and without a 
surname. 
 
The best way to identify collections related to Jewish people may be searching directly 
in the Collection Catalog using the word “Jew”. This will bring all the collection with Jew, 
Jewish and any other similar word in the title or description of the collection. 
 

 
 
Among those collections you can find: 
 
The Jewish Chronicle is the oldest and most influential Jewish newspaper in England. 
Founded in 1841, The Jewish Chronicle - often known as the JC - has no proprietor nor 
commercial shareholders, and its editorial independence is guaranteed by the Jewish 
Chronicle Trust. It is based in London, with reporters around the world. 
https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-10148/the-jewish-chronicle 
 
Lithuania Internal Passports 1919-1940: For the period 1919-1940, every Lithuanian 
citizen age 17 or older was required to have an internal passport. These passports 
could only be used to travel within Lithuania. However, these internal passports were 
not issued for the purpose of traveling - these were personal identification documents 



every Lithuanian citizen was issued at the age of 17, even if one had no intention of 
traveling. https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-10183/lithuania-internal-
passports-1919-1940 
 
Lithuanian-Jewish Records from LitvakSIG, 1795-1940: Compilation of revision lists, 
other census lists, vital records, tax lists, voter lists, conscription lists, citizenship and 
passport lists, directories, Holocaust lists, and other records pertaining to the 
Lithuanian-Jewish (Litvak) population during the Russian Empire and the period of 
independent Lithuania (1795-1940). 
https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-10951/lithuanian-jewish-records-from-
litvaksig-1795-1940  
 
Jewish BDM from Piotrków Trybunalski, Poland 1807 to 1870: Jewish birth, 
marriage and death records from Piotrków Trybunalski, Poland (alternative names 
Petrokov, Petrikau, Piotrkow). 

• http://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-10171/piotrkow-trybunalski-poland-
births-1808-1875 

• https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-10177/piotrkow-trybunalski-poland-
marriages-1808-1870 

• https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-10172/piotrkow-trybunalski-poland-
deaths-1808-1888 

 
Partisans from Belarus 1941-1945: A list of Jewish people active in the resistance 
during WWII 1941-1945 in Belarus. Original lists are located at the National Historical 
Archive of the Republic of Belarus in Minsk and contain more information such as: 
name of the partisan unit, the location of the unit. In some cases, there is a note on how 
the partisan had died. http://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-10161/list-of-
partisans-from-belarus-1941-1945 
 
British Jewry Book of Honour, 1914-1918: The British Jewry Book of Honor—
originally published in 1922—documents the service of 50,000 Jews in the British and 
Empire Forces during World War I. In addition to a nominal roll of Jews who served in 
the military, the book includes a Roll of Honor of the Dead, records of honors and 
awards of military crosses, distinguished conduct medals, and memorials of fallen 
servicemen. Information found in this database includes: name, rank, number, battalion, 
regiment, and medals awarded. https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-
10355/british-jewry-book-of-honour-1914-1918 
 
Immigrant Ships Transcribers Guild (ISTG): has thousands of passenger manifests 
which have been transcribed by dedicated volunteers. 
Often passenger manifests or a series of passenger manifests, unique to one place, are 
contributed to ISTG. They include a collection of: 
- New York immigrants from Austria, Galicia and Poland 
- WWII refugees to Australia 
- Irish to Argentina 
- Passengers arriving and departing Halifax, Nova Scotia between 1851 and 1872 



- The 1903 Ship Project 
- German Departures 
https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-10119/immigrant-ships-transcribers-
guild 
 
Yeshiva College, Yearbook (New York): Masmid, 1988 (1988). Yeshiva College 
yearbook. First produced in 1929 by the Students' Organization of Yeshiva College. 
Later volumes produced by the senior class. "Ha Masmid" is the title of a Hebrew poem 
by Chaim Nachman Bialik, and refers to a diligent student. 
https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-71062/yeshiva-college-yearbook-new-
york-new-york 
 
 
The Settlement of the Jews in North America. Daly, Charles P. (Charles Patrick), 
1816-1899 The Settlement of the Jews in North America. Daly, Charles P. (Charles 
Patrick), 1816-1899.. (1893) https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-
69985/the-settlement-of-the-jews-in-north-america  
 
 
The Old Jewish Cemeteries at Charleston, South Carolina, 1762 – 1903 The Old 
Jewish Cemeteries at Charleston, South Carolina. A Transcript of the Inscriptions on 
Their Tombstones. 1762 - 1903. With an Introduction and Full Index by Dr. Barnett A. 
Elzas. Rabbi of K. K. Beth Elohim. 
(1903)https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-68296/the-old-jewish-
cemeteries-at-charleston-south-carolina-1762-1903 
 
 
Other collections of Jewish interest: 
 
Although not directly identified with Jews, BillionGraves is a service dedicated to the 
preservation of precious records found in cemeteries throughout the world. MyHeritage 
made sure that all burials in Israel are photographed and transcribed. 
https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-10147/billiongraves 
 
Israel: The Israel family history research page lists data collections relevant to Israel. 
Start your search here to find ancestors originating from Israel and to research historical 
records pertaining to Israel. https://www.myheritage.com/research/category-Israel/israel 
 
Eretz Israel Telephone Directory, 1944: The third countrywide telephone directory 
published in Eretz Israel and the first published in 3 separate volumes for the different 
areas: Jerusalem and the South, Jaffa Tel-Aviv the West, and Haifa and the North. 
https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-10170/eretz-israel-telephone-directory-
1944 



 
 
Mandatory Palestine Naturalization Applications, 1937-1947 
A unique and rich compilation of 60,000+ naturalization applications documenting the 
efforts of individuals, mostly Jews, and sometimes their entire families, to establish 
citizenship in Mandatory Palestine, officiated by the British Immigration Department 
administration at the time. The collection may contain documents in such languages as 
German, Italian, Polish, English, Hebrew, etc.  contains photos, histories, passports, 
and other various forms providing details for each applicant. 
https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-10902/mandatory-palestine-
naturalization-applications-1937-1947  
 
Israel Genealogy Research Association – [IGRA]: This database include various 
records found in Israel or related to Israel, mostly in Hebrew and English, and they 
appear in their original language. The data currently spans from about 1860 to 2000 and 
comes from archives as well as publications on open shelves in libraries where archival 
permission has been granted. https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-
10160/israel-genealogy-research-association-igra 
 
Israel, Immigration Lists: Lists of immigrants to Israel from 1919 onwards, transcribed 
by MyHeritage from images stored at the Israel Archive. The index contains the name of 
the immigrant, birth year, age, former residence, immigration date and place, the ship, 
and relatives. The collection was created from books that contain lists of names of 
immigrants (mostly in Hebrew), arranged in chronological order according to the date of 
arrival to Israel. The books also list passengers who arrived as tourists, or were Israeli 
residents returning to Israel from a trip abroad. 
https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-11018/israel-immigration-lists  
 
Avelim - Israeli Obituaries: Mourning notices, obituaries and Shiv'ah notices from 
Israel. https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-10118/avelim-israeli-obituaries 


